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INTRODUCTION 

The Nansen Model for Intercultural EducaBon (NMIE) has been developed to 

design high quality educaBonal policies and pracBces based on interculturalism, 

integraBon and interethnic cohesion. The applicaBon of this model enables the 

integraBon of students, parents and teachers from different ethnic communiBes through 

a modern approach to the implementaBon of educaBonal pracBces, purposefully 

designed for the development of interculturalism. The program is implemented by the 

Nansen Dialogue Centre (NDC) Skopje team and the NDC Training Centre, with the 

support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Norway. 

The Nansen Model for Intercultural EducaBon in the Republic of North 

Macedonia corresponds to the mulB-ethnic nature of the country. The Concept for 

Intercultural EducaBon emphasizes the fact that about one fi\h of the total number of 

primary schools in the country are schools with two languages of instrucBon, while 

about 5% are with three languages of instrucBon. Moreover, many of these schools 

show large difference between the proporBons of enrolled students with different ethnic 

or religious backgrounds a^ending classes in different languages of instrucBon. Although 

mulB-ethnic in composiBon, many of these schools operate in such a way that students 

and teachers from different ethnic communiBes do not interact with each other during 

the educaBonal process: classes in different languages of instrucBon are held in different 

shi\s, while many branch schools even hold classes in different languages in separate 

faciliBes. Apparently, such division poses a risk of spreading and reinforcing ethnic and 

religious prejudices and misunderstandings of the otherness and diversity, which directly 

challenges the possibiliBes of building an inclusive and cohesive society based on the 

interethnic dimension. Therefore, the most recent Law on Primary EducaBon (2019) and 

the EducaBon Strategy 2018-25 emphasize the importance of developing mulBcultural 

and intercultural educaBon. 

The Nansen Model for Intercultural EducaBon advocates an educaBonal 

approach whose essenBal feature is the integraBon of students and teachers of different 

ethnic backgrounds. Tandem teachers from different ethniciBes implement bilingual 

extracurricular acBviBes that are closely related to the regular curricula. AcBviBes are 
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carried out with a group of students from different ethnic groups, allowing them to learn 

about cultures different from their own through an acBve approach. Working together, 

tandem teachers also serve as a model for cooperaBon to the students, showing mutual 

respect, construcBve dialogue and effecBve exchange of ideas and experiences. Thus, 

with implementaBon of joint learning and acBvity, through direct construcBve contacts 

and deeper acquaintance, students are expected to develop affirmaBve a?tudes and 

respect for the other culture and its values. The NDC program for NMIE is implemented 

through annual programs, in which several types of school clubs in various areas are 

provided for each grade. These contents are related to the contents of the regular 

curricula, which addiBonally allows students to expand and deepen their knowledge and 

skills. Their implementaBon requires appropriate training of teachers for implementaBon 

of acBviBes provided within the NMIE programs. However, given the great variety of 

different contexts and situaBons that teachers face in the implementaBon of acBviBes, 

intercultural educaBon also implies the competence to create innovaBve pracBces that 

advocate the intercultural educaBon. During the period from 2008 to 2020, the NDC 

trainings included over 800 teachers who completed one of the three training modules, 

while more than 7000 students acBvely parBcipated in 8256 different extracurricular 

acBviBes. 

 Teacher training programs for implementaBon of NMIE have successively defined 

specific goals, for basic and advanced level of training . The goals of the NMIE trainings 1

at the basic level (Module A) are: 

‒ Training for independent organizaBon and implementaBon of various 

intercultural upbringing and educaBonal acBviBes; 

‒ SensiBzaBon for respecBng the differences in the school environment and 

overcoming stereotypes and prejudices of different character – social, ethnic, 

cultural, etc.; 

‒ PromoBng the importance of the individualized approach based on individual 

potenBals and abiliBes of the students; 

 Excerpt from the 2019-2020 Program, h^ps://ndc.org.mk/mk/programi/1
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‒ Training of implementers for proper and successful applicaBon of the tandem 

and team work; 

‒ RecogniBon of posiBve features and benefits of the play-way method in 

educaBonal acBviBes; 

‒ SensiBzaBon of implementers to encourage the children's curiosity, originality 

and students' creaBve potenBals; 

‒ IntroducBon to techniques for encouraging and developing logical, flexible, 

divergent and criBcal thinking of students; 

‒ Strengthening the interacBon, cooperaBon and trust between the teaching staff 

from different ethnic communiBes. 

The goals of the NMIE advanced level training (Module B) are: 

‒ IntroducBon to the concept and the idea of intercultural educaBon and its 

specificiBes and characterisBcs; 

‒ SensiBzaBon for respect of diversity and otherness in a wider social environment; 

‒ SupporBng the construcBve cooperaBon and interacBon of the teaching staff, as 

well as between the educaBonal insBtuBons from different municipaliBes in 

RNM; 

‒ Training for qualitaBve evaluaBon of the content component in the textbook 

literature; 

‒ Learning about the posiBve examples and experiences for successful 

implementaBon of intercultural educaBon; 

‒ Developing the idea of intercultural educaBon in the Macedonian social context; 

‒ Developing standards for evaluaBon of various types of intercultural acBviBes. 

Having in mind the role of the intercultural educaBon in building an intercultural 

and cohesive society, the need for acBviBes that advocate and raise awareness of 

interculturalism and develop the intercultural competence of teachers and students is 
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emphasized. The Nansen Model for Intercultural EducaBon is just such a program, and 

thus it is important to analyse its effects on the development of interculturalism in a 

school context. 

Research goals 

StarBng from the goals of the program and trainings for NMIE, the basic 

assumpBon is that their implementaBon had a construcBve effect on teachers' 

percepBons and a?tudes about intercultural educaBon and their readiness to apply 

innovaBve pracBces in the implementaBon of intercultural educaBon. Thanks to the 

implementaBon of the intercultural educaBonal acBviBes, it can also be assumed that 

the NDC trainings for NMIE have advanced the development of the intercultural 

competences of students. The main goal of the research is to verify these assumpBons. 

The training effects on the targeted characterisBcs of teachers will be reviewed 

by comparing the responses of teachers without any training for NMIE and those with 

basic and advanced level of training. More specifically, the research goals are: 

1. To examine the teachers’ a?tudes and percepBons of intercultural educaBon 

2. To examine how teachers evaluate the effects of NMIE training in promoBng: 

⎯ the intercultural school environment 

⎯ the intercultural competence of students 

3. To examine the readiness of teachers to create and introduce innovaBve 

pracBces for intercultural educaBon. 

Teachers’ responses will be used to directly and indirectly invesBgate whether 

the following goals are achieved: interacBon and respect for cultural diversity among 

students from different ethnic communiBes; whether the mulBlingual schools offer 

equal opportuniBes for quality educaBon in all languages of instrucBon; whether the 

school iconography, i.e., the contents (illustraBons and portraits, symbols, wri^en 

messages) reflect the interculturalism; whether there are any obstacles to the 

development of intercultural educaBon; whether the pandemic and online teaching 
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have a negaBve impact on the implementaBon of intercultural educaBon. At the same 

Bme, the teachers’ responses will provide outlines of the typical profiles of teachers with 

and without trainings for NMIE. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research framework 

A brief review of the documents relevant to the NMIE program of NDC was 

followed by two focus group discussions with about 20 parBcipants on intercultural 

pracBces in their daily school work. The purpose of these discussions was to make 

selecBon of relevant research topics and to define indicators, i.e., the quesBonnaire 

statements. 

In the main part, teachers are given a quesBonnaire mainly based on the 

quanBtaBve methodology, with three addiBonal open-ended quesBons. The 

quesBonnaire is designed to indicate teachers' percepBons and a?tudes towards the 

intercultural educaBon, the effects of NMIE trainings at the NDC Training Centre on the 

intercultural environment in school and intercultural competence among students, as 

well as teachers' readiness to adopt innovaBve intercultural educaBonal pracBces. In the 

absence of any prior (base-line) data on teachers’ readiness before the trainings, a post 

hock comparison was made between three groups of teachers: those without trainings, 

those with basic level of trainings and those with advanced level of trainings. This 

comparison makes it possible to simulate a comparison of teachers' a?tudes before and 

a\er the trainings. 

Designing the quesBonnaire statements starts from the noBon of the 

intercultural educaBon and the principles of intercultural educaBon given in the Concept 

for Intercultural EducaBon in RNM and the UNESCO Guidelines on Intercultural 

EducaBon. 
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Sample 

The research sample consists of teachers from schools in which NDC implements 

the program for NMIE. According to its goals, the research included teachers with basic 

level of training for NMIE, teachers with advanced level of training for NMIE, and 

teachers without any trainings for NMIE. The quesBonnaire was distributed online 

through the Google Forms plaoorm and answered by 259 teachers. The final sample 

consists of 226 teachers who fully answered the quesBonnaire and agreed to parBcipate 

in the research: 69 teachers without training, 41 with basic level of training, and 116 

with advanced level of training. The average age of teachers in the sample is 43.7 years, 

and the average length of service is 16.9 years. Tables 1 to 3 show the distribuBon of 

teachers in the sample by the type of school, subject, gender, ethnicity and language of 

instrucBon. 

Table 1. DistribuBon of teachers by the type of school, type of teaching, and gender 

Table 2. DistribuBon of teachers by the ethnicity 

School: urban - 
rural

School: primary - 
secondary

Teaching: class - 
subject

Gender: 
female - male

Training rural urban primary seconda
ry

class subject female male

No training 14 55 60 8 29 39 60 8

Basic level 5 35 35 6 25 15 38 3

Advanced 
level

30 86 99 17 60 55 99 17

Ethnicity

Training Mac. Alb. Tur. Roma Vlach Serb. Bosn. Total
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Table 3. DistribuBon of teachers by the language of instrucBon 

 Tables show higher representaBon of female teachers from urban primary 

schools. Most of the teachers are Macedonian or Albanian and they teach in 

Macedonian or Albanian language. 

Instrument 

The basic instrument is the quesBonnaire that was designed for the goals of this 

research. First, in order to obtain informed consent, respondents were introduced to the 

goals of the research and then asked to claim whether they agreed to parBcipate, by 

choosing between the yes or no opBons. Only the responses from teachers who gave 

their consent were considered in the data processing. 

The quesBonnaire is composed of four main parts: 

1. Ten quesBons for examining the percepBon and a?tudes towards the 

intercultural educaBon, including examining the awareness of the importance of 

intercultural educaBon, 

N o 
training

53 9 1 0 2 4 0 69

Basic level 22 10 5 0 1 0 1 41

Advanced 
level

72 39 2 0 0 1 2 116

Language of instrucBon

Training Macedonian Albanian Turkish Bosnian

N o 
training

60 9 0 0

Basic level 27 12 1 1

Advanced 
level

74 39 2 3
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2. Ten quesBons about teachers' self-evaluaBon of the effects of NDC’s NMIE 

trainings on the development of intercultural educaBon and intercultural environment in 

schools, 

3. Thirteen quesBons about teachers' self-evaluaBon of their readiness to create 

and introduce innovaBve pracBces for intercultural educaBon and development of 

intercultural competence of students, 

4. Demographic data quesBons. 

In addiBon, the quesBonnaire includes three open-ended quesBons in which 

teachers express their views and give suggesBons on the necessary competencies that 

teachers should have to successfully implement the intercultural educaBon, opinions on 

what is required to improve the readiness and competencies of teachers to iniBate and 

implement innovaBve pracBces for intercultural educaBon, as well as what are the main 

obstacles to the development of intercultural educaBon in our country. 

Finally, teachers answer two quesBons about the pandemic, in terms of whether 

the crisis and the fact that the teaching process took place online have affected the 

quality of intercultural educaBon acBviBes and the development of students' 

intercultural competence. 

 Except for demographic and open-ended quesBons, all other quesBons were 

answered by choosing one of the five offered answers, proporBonally arranged on a 

scale from 1 to 5. For all quesBons, the higher score indicates a higher level of 

agreement with the statement/indicator about the percepBons and a?tudes towards 

the intercultural educaBon, or higher evaluaBon of the effects of the trainings for NMIE, 

or higher self-evaluaBon of the readiness to create and introduce innovaBve pracBces 

for intercultural educaBon and development of intercultural competence of students. 

Data processing 

Gathering of teachers’ responses was followed by the descripBve analysis, 

differenBal analysis with applicaBon of the t-test and analysis of variance (ANOVA), as 
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well as correlaBon analysis for data processing. The processing was carried out using the 

SPSS staBsBcal data processing so\ware package. Responses to all the quesBons were 

analysed individually. AddiBonally, group scores were formed in cases where several 

quesBons create a meaningful complex, and then further properly processed. 

During the data analysis, the differences between the arithmeBc means for 

different subgroups of the sample were tested, where the raBo of the number of 

respondents in subgroups meets the required minimum for a jusBfied staBsBcal analysis. 

This required minimum raBo of sub-samples is observed for teachers with different 

levels of training for NMIE, class and subject teachers, as well as teachers from 

Macedonian and Albanian ethnicity and those who teach in Macedonian and Albanian 

language. The analysis and discussion of results includes all the findings for cases with 

significant difference between the subgroups of teachers. The use of the term significant 

difference indicates that the observed difference is sta1s1cally significant in those cases. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Research results are organized in several secBons, according to the main goals of 

the study. Results relaBng to teachers' a?tudes and percepBons of the intercultural 

educaBon are presented first, followed by the teachers’ evaluaBons of the effects of the 

training program at the NDC Training Centre for the Nansen Model for Intercultural 

EducaBon, as well as teachers' readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces in 

educaBonal process. At the end of this chapter, predicBve models for teachers' readiness 

for innovaBve pracBces are given, as well as typical profiles of teachers with different 

levels of training in terms of their a?tudes and readiness for innovaBve intercultural 

pracBces in educaBon. 

AHtudes and percepJons of teachers on intercultural educaJon 
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The teachers who parBcipated in the research show quite affirmaBve and 

posiBve a?tudes and percepBons of the intercultural educaBon. Results in Table 4 show 

that teachers throughout the whole sample share overall average scores high above the 

mean value and close to the highest score (5) in terms of their views that joint school 

acBviBes improve the intercultural relaBons between students and that the intercultural 

school environment enables a school to improve its educaBonal outcomes. At the same 

Bme, their scores are very low regarding statements that are contrary to the 

commitments to intercultural educaBon. 

Table 4. A?tudes and percepBons of teachers on intercultural educaBon 

 * QuesBons are evaluated inversely, i.e., a lower value indicates disagreement of 

teachers with the statements. 

The examinaBon of differences between the teachers’ sub-samples showed that 

teachers with basic or advanced level training for NMIE share a significantly more 

affirmaBve views than teachers without training, regarding the following indicators: 

"joint school acBviBes improve the intercultural relaBons between students" (F = 6.24, p 

< .01), and "creaBng an intercultural environment in a school enables the school to 

improve its educaBonal outcomes" (F = 11.9, p < .01). 

Indicator Average 
response

Joint school acBviBes greatly improve intercultural relaBons between 
students in the school

4.45

CreaBng an intercultural environment in a school enables the school to 
improve its educaBonal outcomes

4.43

I believe it is be^er for students from different ethnic or religious 
communiBes to a^end classes in different and separate shi\s or faciliBes*

1.63

Teaching students about the cultures of other ethnic or religious 
communiBes will only incite tensions in the classroom*

1.52
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There is a difference in some indicators between the teachers from Albanian and 

Macedonian ethnic community. Teachers from the Albanian ethnic community are 

slightly stronger assured that "creaBng an intercultural environment in a school allows 

the school to improve its educaBonal outcomes", compared to teachers from 

Macedonian ethnicity (t = -2.12, p < .05), but at the same Bme, they agree to a higher 

extent that "teaching students about the cultures of other ethnic or religious 

communiBes will only incite tensions in the classroom" (t = 3.70, p < .001). As expected, 

similar differences are found among teachers in Macedonian and Albanian languages of 

instrucBon, given that these subgroups are mostly composed of those teachers. 

When asked whether the contents and acBviBes for intercultural educaBon 

should be incorporated in the regular classes or they should remain as part of the 

extracurricular acBviBes only, 154 teachers (68.5% of the whole sample) believe that the 

contents and acBviBes for intercultural educaBon should be incorporated in regular 

classes, unlike 71 teachers (31.5%) who believe that those should be part of 

extracurricular acBviBes only. However, the data presented in Table 5 show that the 

factor of training largely affects those a?tudes. Namely, a significantly larger share of 

teachers without training believe that intercultural educaBon should be part of 

extracurricular acBviBes only. 

Table 5. Cross-tabular distribuBon of teachers in relaBon to their a?tudes towards the 

quesBon where the intercultural acBviBes should be represented 

Level of 
training

In regular classes In extracurricular 
acBviBes

Total

1 38 31 69

2 30 11 41

3 86 29 115

Total 154 71 225
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 Teachers highly evaluate the opportuniBes to develop an intercultural 

environment in their school (with an average score 4.39). In addiBon, the tesBng of 

differences between the groups reveals a significant difference in these percepBons 

between the teachers without a training and those with advanced level of training for 

NMIE (F = 3.38, p < .05). Paradoxically, unlike the a?tudes towards their own schools, 

teachers are douboul that the intercultural educaBon can be substanBally revived in our 

country (with a low score 1.96). 

Then, teachers believe that there are no significant obstacles to the development 

of intercultural educaBon in their schools, nor that there is a lack of will among teachers 

from their own or other ethnic communiBes to develop the intercultural educaBon. The 

analysis also showed that there are no differences in responses to these indicators 

between teachers with different levels of training. No significant difference was found 

between the teachers from class and subject teaching in any of indicators. 

Teachers' self-evaluaJons of the effects of the training program for the Nansen Model 

for Intercultural EducaJon 

This secBon includes findings of teachers' self-evaluaBons of the effects of the 

trainings for NMIE at the NDC Training Centre on their intercultural work. The main focus 

is placed on the effects of the trainings on the intercultural school environment and the 

development of intercultural competence of students. 

The findings for evaluaBon of teachers on the effects of the trainings on the 

intercultural environment in the school are shown in Table 6. The table presents the 

average answer for the whole sample of teachers in relaBon to various indicators. 

Teachers’ responses range from 1 to 5, with score 1 referring to the response that 

trainings for NMIE do not contribute to any change or improvement, while score 5 

indicates significant improvement. 

  

Table 6. 
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The table shows moderately high scores regarding the effects of the training on: 

improving the intercultural environment and iconography in the school, opportuniBes 

for quality educaBon of students regardless of their origin, and cooperaBon of teachers 

from different communiBes. The effects of the trainings on the cooperaBon between 

teachers from different ethnic, linguisBc or religious communiBes in ethnically mixed 

schools are evaluated with highest scores. This is especially encouraging considering that 

the advancement of interculturalism in a school largely depends on the enthusiasm of 

teachers and their cooperaBon. 

The evaluaBon of the effects of trainings for NMIE is even more evident a\er 

examining the differences between the sub samples of teachers. Table 7 shows the 

average responses of teachers with different levels of trainings for NMIE, suggesBng that 

all indicators show a tendency of more posiBve evaluaBons of the effects of trainings as 

the level of training is higher. 

Table 7. Average teachers’ evaluaBons of the effects of the trainings for NMIE on 

interculturalism in schools, by the level of training 

Indicator: since the school has taken part in the Nansen intercultural 
educaBon trainings, the acBviBes of the program have influenced...  

Average 
response

the advancement of the intercultural environment in the school  3.81

children from different ethnic, linguisBc and religious communiBes to enjoy 
equal opportuniBes for quality educaBon

3.91

the iconography, i.e., the representaBon of illustraBons, symbols, wri^en 
messages and portraits reflects the interculturalism

3.94

the iconography, i.e., the representaBon of illustraBons and portraits, 
symbols and wri^en messages is an important feature of the school

3.92

the enhanced cooperaBon between teachers from different ethnic, 
linguisBc or religious communiBes in ethnically mixed schools

4.23

Average response of teachers
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Analysis of variance between groups shows significant differences between 

teachers with different levels of training . Table 8 lists all the significant differences 2

between the sub groups of teachers. It shows that the teachers with advanced level of 

training significantly higher evaluated the effects of the trainings for NMIE in terms of all 

indicators – when compared to the teachers who did not take part in trainings. In 

addiBon, scores of teachers with basic level of training are significantly higher regarding 

the iconography as an important feature of schools, compared to teachers without 

training; while scores of teachers with advanced level of training (compared to teachers 

with basic level only) are significantly higher regarding that trainings have affected the 

advancement of intercultural school environment, and that children from different 

ethnic, linguisBc, religious communiBes enjoy equal opportuniBes for quality educaBon . 3

Table 8. Significant differences in the teachers’ evaluaBons of the interculturalism in the 

school, by the level of training for NMIE 

Indicator: since the school has taken part in the 
Nansen intercultural educaBon trainings, the acBviBes 
of the program have influenced...

no 
training

basic 
level

advanced 
level

the advancement of the intercultural environment in 
the school

3.36 3.61 4.16

children from different ethnic, linguisBc and religious 
communiBes to enjoy equal opportuniBes for quality 
educaBon

3.54 3.73 4.20

the school iconography reflects the interculturalism 3.59 3.85 4.18

the iconography is an important feature of the school 3.57 4.07 4.09

the enhanced cooperaBon between teachers from 
different ethnic, linguisBc or religious communiBes in 
ethnically mixed schools

3.87 4.20 4.46

 The value of the staBsBc F for each of the statements treated as dependent variables in the ANOVA test 2

is staBsBcally significant. The value ranges from 9.13 to 16.10 with a significance level of .01.

 The staBsBcal indicators for these tests are presented in detail in Appendix 1.3
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Legend: 

1 – Teachers without a training for NMIE; 

2 – Teachers with basic level of training for NMIE; 

3 – Teachers with advanced level of training for NMIE; 

At the same Bme, the fact that such views are shared by all teachers, regardless 

of their ethnicity or type of teaching they provide, is parBcularly opBmisBc for the 

development of intercultural educaBon. Namely, for all these indicators there are no 

differences between teachers from different ethniciBes (or those who teach in different 

languages of instrucBon), nor between class or subject teachers. 

A\er that, teachers were asked to evaluate the effects of trainings for NMIE on 

the development of intercultural competence of students in their own schools. Teachers’ 

evaluaBons are shown in Table 9, with the average answers to the quesBon to what 

Different training 
levels

Indicator: since the school has taken part in the Nansen 
intercultural educaBon trainings, the acBviBes of the program have 
influenced... 

1 2 3

the advancement of the intercultural environment in the 
school

1 ✓
2 ✓

children from different ethnic, linguisBc and religious 
communiBes to enjoy equal opportuniBes for quality 
educaBon

1 ✓
2 ✓

the iconography (the representaBon of illustraBons, 
symbols, wri^en messages and portraits) reflects the 
interculturalism

1 ✓
2

the iconography (illustraBons and portraits, symbols and 
wri^en messages) is an important feature of the school

1 ✓ ✓
2

the enhanced cooperaBon between teachers from different 
ethnic, linguisBc or religious communiBes in ethnically 
mixed schools

1 ✓
2
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extent they agree with the statement, on a scale of 1 to 5 (where 1 indicates that they 

strongly disagree, and 5 indicates that they strongly agree with the statement).  

Table 9. Teachers’ evaluaBons of the effects of trainings for NMIE on the development of 

the intercultural competence of students 

The table shows that teachers from the total sample somewhat agree (with a 

score approaching 4) with the statements that make up the intercultural competence of 

students. In other words, they somewhat believe that since the school has taken part in 

the NMIE program, students have gained greater knowledge and respect for the "other" 

culture, as well as that they are be^er able to encounter an intercultural context and 

intercultural communicaBon. These scores are slightly lower than the scores for the 

effects of trainings on the intercultural environment in the school. 

 The analysis of responses of different sub samples of teachers shows certain 

differences between them. Table 10 shows the average responses to the same 

indicators, depending on the level of training. Teachers with advanced levels of training 

show a tendency for more posiBve evaluaBon of the effects of the training on 

intercultural competence of students. 

Indicator: since the school has taken part in the Nansen intercultural 
educaBon trainings, the acBviBes of the program have influenced students 
to...

Average 
response

deepen their knowledge about the culture of other ethnic, religious or 
linguisBc communiBes in their environment

3.83

have significantly greater respect and understanding for the cultural 
features of students from other ethnic, religious or linguisBc communiBes

3.86

be be^er able to deal with new and unfamiliar situaBons arising from an 
intercultural context

3.81

communicate and collaborate in a more construcBve manner with students 
from other ethnic, religious or linguisBc communiBes

3.85
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Table 10. Teachers’ evaluaBons of the effects of NMIE trainings on the development of 

intercultural competence of students, by the level of training 

The analysis of variance between sub groups shows significant differences 

between teachers in terms of their evaluaBons of the effects of trainings on certain 

indicators  of the intercultural competence of students. Namely, scores of teachers with 4

advanced level of training (compared to other teachers) are significantly higher when 

asked if in the period since the school has taken part in the trainings for NMIE students 

showed significantly greater respect and understanding of the cultural features of 

students from other communiBes, and if they communicated and cooperated in more 

construcBve manner . In favour of findings about the posiBve effects to the 5

development of interculturalism in schools is the finding that there are no differences 

between teachers from different ethniciBes and those who teach in different languages 

of instrucBon, nor between class or subject teachers – in terms of their evaluaBon of the 

Average response of teachers

Indicator: since the school has taken part in the NMIE 
trainings, the acBviBes of the program have 
influenced students to...

no 
training

basic 
level

advanced 
level

deepen their knowledge about the culture of other 
ethnic, religious or linguisBc communiBes in their 
environment

3.67 3.56 4.02

have significantly greater respect and understanding 
for the cultural features of students from other ethnic, 
religious or linguisBc communiBes

3.59 3.68 4.09

be be^er able to deal with new and unfamiliar 
situaBons arising from an intercultural context

3.67 3.61 3.97

communicate and collaborate in a more construcBve 
manner with students from other ethnic, religious or 
linguisBc communiBes

3.57 3.71 4.06

 The value of the staBsBc F for the given statements treated as dependent variables in the ANOVA test are 4

4.60 and 4.53 and are staBsBcally significant at the level of .05.

 The staBsBcal indicators for these tests are presented in detail in Appendix 2.5
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effects of trainings for NMIE on the development of the intercultural competence of 

students. This finding indicates that the trainings in the NDC Training Centre probably 

nullify the ethnic stereotypes of teachers as members of different cultures and enable 

mutual respect and cooperaBon and, finally, belief in common goals. 

 We can summarize that teacher generally assess that those trainings have a 

significant posiBve effect on the development of the intercultural environment, 

intercultural educaBon and intercultural competence of students. At the end of this set 

of indicators, they were further asked to provide general evaluaBon of whether 

students, if they could, would choose an ethnically "pure" or ethnically "mixed" school. 

Despite the rather high scores about the effects of the program for NMIE, and probably 

influenced by the permanent poliBcizaBon of ethnic issues in the country and the 

concerns it raises, teachers show some doubt regarding this hypotheBcal situaBon. The 

average response to this indicator is 3.29, which is close to the middle opBon: "Unable 

to evaluate". However, in terms of this indicator as well, teachers with advanced level of 

training gave significantly higher scores regarding the probability that students (thanks 

to the NMIE program) would choose to go to a "mixed" school – compared to the 

evaluaBons of teachers with basic level of training or those without any training . From 6

the standing point of intercultural values, the encouraging fact is that there are no 

differences between teachers from different ethniciBes and those who teach in different 

languages of instrucBon, nor between class or subject teachers. 

Readiness of teachers for innovaJve pracJces for intercultural educaJon 

This secBon presents findings of teachers' self-evaluaBons of their readiness to 

create and introduce innovaBve intercultural educaBonal pracBces a\er trainings for 

NMIE at the NDC Training Centre. 

Competencies of teachers for innova1ve prac1ces 

 The value of the staBsBc F in the ANOVA test is 6.21 and is staBsBcally significant at the level of .01.6
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The competences of teachers for innovaBve pracBces in intercultural educaBon 

are indirectly evaluated through indicators of whether during the regular classes or 

extracurricular acBviBes they have innovated or introduced an acBvity or pracBce for 

intercultural educaBon that was not part of the trainings or manuals of the NDC Training 

Centre. On average, teachers across the sample opt for the middle answer opBon, 

indicaBng that they have introduced innovaBve pracBces, but very rarely, or only a few 

Bmes a year. 

However, the differences between teachers with different levels of training for 

NMIE in relaBon to this indicator are large : 7

‒ typical response by teachers without any training is that they have innovated 

and implemented an acBvity that they considered as intercultural only a few 

Bmes (throughout their careers) 

‒ typical response by teachers with basic level of training is that it happens rarely, 

only a few Bmes a year 

‒ typical response by teachers with advanced level of training is that they use to 

innovate and introduce pracBces several Bmes a year. 

The analysis of differences between the sub samples showed that class teachers 

introduced significantly more innovaBve pracBces compared to the subject teachers (t = 

2.06, p < .05). The reason for this difference may be that the class teaching allows 

teachers to get to know students be^er, but it may also be partly due to the stronger 

effects of the trainings for NMIE. Similar to the previous parts of the study, the finding 

that there are no differences in responses of teachers from different ethniciBes or those 

who teach in different languages of instrucBon is affirmaBve. 

Readiness of teachers for innova1ve prac1ces for development of intercultural 

competence of students 

 These staBsBcally significant differences and values are presented in detail in Appendix 3.7
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The main point in this secBon is to check whether teachers (in addiBon to the 

intercultural educaBon acBviBes provided by the NMIE program) feel prepared to 

innovate and introduce pracBces in extracurricular acBviBes and regular classes that 

develop the intercultural competences of students. 

Table 11 shows the average scores for each of the indicators of teachers' self-

evaluaBons of their readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces in extracurricular 

ac1vi1es. The table suggests that the teachers on average choose a rather high score in 

all indicators, i.e., they consider themselves as somewhat prepared to innovate 

intercultural pracBces in extracurricular acBviBes. 

Table 11. Teachers’ self-evaluaBons of the readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces 

for the development of intercultural competence of students during extracurricular 

acBviBes 

Of great importance for this research is the analysis of differences between the 

self-evaluaBons in different sub samples of teachers. Table 12 shows the average self-

evaluaBons of teachers with different levels of training for NMIE about their readiness to 

innovate intercultural pracBces in extracurricular acBviBes. There is a tendency for the 

self-evaluaBons of readiness to increase with increased level of training for NMIE. 

Indicator: do you feel prepared to innovate pracBces in extracurricular 
acBviBes which will...

Average 
response

deepen the students' knowledge about other communiBes in our country 4.15

deepen the students' understanding and empathy for students from other 
communiBes in our country

4.13

enhance the communicaBon and cooperaBon between students from 
different communiBes in our country

4.18

enable students to more effecBvely deal with new and unfamiliar situaBons 
of intercultural character

4.16
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Table 12. Readiness of teachers to innovate intercultural pracBces for development of 

intercultural competence of students during extracurricular acBviBes – by the level of 

training 

AddiBonal analysis of variance in responses in the various sub samples provides 

encouraging evidence that teachers with advanced training consider themselves as 

significantly be^er prepared to create and introduce innovaBve pracBces, compared to 

teachers without any training, in terms of all indicators of intercultural competence of 

students . In favour of the goals of the NDC program is the finding that there are no 8

differences between teachers from different ethniciBes and those who teach in different 

languages of instrucBon, nor between class or subject teachers, in their readiness to 

innovate pracBces for the development of intercultural competence of students during 

extracurricular acBviBes. 

In the following secBon, we provide analysis of the readiness of teachers to 

innovate pracBces for development of intercultural competence of students in regular 

classes. Table 13 presents the average self-evaluaBons for each of the indicators for the 

Average response of teachers

Indicator: do you feel prepared to innovate pracBces 
in extracurricular acBviBes which will...

no 
training

basic 
level

advanced 
level

deepen the students' knowledge about other 
communiBes in our country

3.68 4.10 4.46

deepen the students' understanding and empathy for 
students from other communiBes in our country

3.75 4.00 4.40

enhance the communicaBon and cooperaBon 
between students from different communiBes in our 
country

3.84 4.07 4.42

enable students to more effecBvely deal with new and 
unfamiliar situaBons of an intercultural character

3.87 4.00 4.40

 The value of the staBsBc F for each of the indicators treated as dependent variables in the ANOVA test is 8

staBsBcally significant at the level of .001 and ranges from 7.38 to 13.56.
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enBre sample of teachers. The table shows that they are slightly lower than those for 

extracurricular acBviBes, i.e., teachers feel somewhat prepared to innovate and 

introduce pracBces that will develop intercultural competence of students in regular 

classes. 

Table 13. Teachers’ self-evaluaBons of the readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces 

for the development of intercultural competence of students in regular classes 

ParBcularly important are the findings on the differences between the self-

evaluaBons in different sub samples of teachers. Table 14 shows the average self-

evaluaBons of teachers with different levels of training for NMIE regarding their 

readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces in regular classes. In this case, too, there is a 

tendency for the self-evaluaBons of readiness to increase with the higher level of 

training for NMIE. Teachers with advanced levels of training show a significantly greater 

readiness to innovate and introduce intercultural pracBces in regular classes – for all 

indicators of students’ intercultural competence – compared to teachers without any 

training . AddiBonally, there is a significant difference between teachers with advanced 9

level of training compared to those with basic level of training in terms of the indicator: 

Indicator: do you feel prepared to innovate pracBces in regular classes 
which will...

Average 
response

deepen the students' knowledge about other communiBes in our country 4.08

deepen the students' understanding and empathy for students from other 
communiBes in our country

4.04

enhance the communicaBon and cooperaBon between students from 
different communiBes in our country

4.06

enable students to more effecBvely deal with new and unfamiliar situaBons 
of an intercultural character

4.06

 The value of the staBsBc F for each of the indicators treated as dependent variables in the ANOVA test is 9

staBsBcally significant at the level of .001 and ranges from 6.98 to 9.59.
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deepening students' understanding and empathy for students from other communiBes 

in our country. 

Table 14. Teachers’ self-evaluaBons of the readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces 

for the development of intercultural competence of students in regular classes – by the 

level of training 

Just as in a case of extracurricular acBviBes, very important finding is that there 

are no differences between teachers from different ethniciBes and those who teach in 

different languages of instrucBon, nor between class or subject teachers in their 

readiness to innovate educaBonal pracBces in regular classes, in order to develop the 

intercultural competence of students. 

At the end of this secBon, teachers were asked to provide a general evaluaBon of 

whether and to what extent the trainings for NMIE have encouraged their readiness to 

create and introduce innovaBve intercultural pracBces during extracurricular acBviBes 

and regular classes. Table 15 shows the average evaluaBons of teachers, which are very 

close to their self-evaluaBons of the readiness to innovate pracBces for the development 

of intercultural competence of students. It can be concluded that teachers give 

moderately high evaluaBons of the role of trainings for NMIE at the NDC Training Centre 

Average response of teachers

Indicator: do you feel prepared to innovate pracBces 
in regular classes which will...

no 
training

basic 
level

advanced 
level

deepen the students' knowledge about other 
communiBes in our country

3.62 4.12 4.34

deepen the students' understanding and empathy for 
students from other communiBes in our country

3.68 3.83 4.34

enhance the communicaBon and cooperaBon 
between students from different communiBes in our 
country

3.64 4.02 4.32

enable students to more effecBvely deal with new and 
unfamiliar situaBons of an intercultural character

3.71 4.00 4.30
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in their preparaBon for innovaBng and implemenBng intercultural educaBonal pracBces 

in extracurricular acBviBes and regular classes. It is important to point out that even in 

these evaluaBons there are no differences between teachers from different ethniciBes, 

those who teach in different languages of instrucBon, nor between class or subject 

teachers. 

Table 15.  

In the last quesBon, respondents were asked to provide a general evaluaBon of 

teachers with trainings for NMIE – whether they were generally prepared to introduce 

innovaBve pracBces. The average response on the same scale is 4.15. In this context, it 

should be noted that teachers with trainings (at both levels) have significantly higher 

evaluaBons than teachers without training, but there are significant differences between 

teachers with basic and advanced level of training, as well . Regarding this indicator, 10

there are no differences between teachers from different ethniciBes and those who 

teach in different languages of instrucBon, nor between class or subject teachers. 

At the end of the quesBonnaire, teachers were asked to evaluate the impact of 

the pandemic on the intercultural educaBon and the development of intercultural 

competence of students. Teachers believe that the pandemic and online classes have 

affected the quality of intercultural educaBon acBviBes, staBng that those factors have 

somewhat reduced the quality. At the same Bme, they believe that these factors have 

prevented the development of intercultural competence of students to some extent. The 

negaBve impact of the pandemic and the online classes affect all teachers equally; these 

scores do not show any differences between teachers from different ethniciBes and 

Indicator: did the trainings help you to be prepared to introduce innovaBve 
pracBces for intercultural educaBon...

Average 
response

in extracurricular acBviBes 4.15

in regular classes 4.11

 The value of the staBsBc F in the ANOVA test is 35.65 and is staBsBcally significant at the level of .001.10
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teachers that teach in different languages of instrucBon, nor between class or subject 

teachers. 

PredicJve models 

In addiBon to tesBng the differences between different sub samples of teachers, 

the applicaBon of correlaBon test was used to check whether there is a strong 

relaBonship between certain indicators of a?tudes and percepBons towards the 

intercultural educaBon and the readiness of teachers to innovate pracBces for 

intercultural educaBon, as well as between the self- evaluaBon of the effects of trainings 

for NMIE and readiness to innovate intercultural educaBonal pracBces. This helped in 

determining indicators that can be considered as predicBve for the readiness of teachers 

for innovaBve pracBces. 

In the secBon dedicated to examinaBon of percepBons and a?tudes, most of the 

statements proved to be important predictors of teachers' readiness to innovate 

intercultural pracBces in the classroom and develop intercultural competences of 

students. Below are given the views of teachers with highest correlaBon obtained – with 

the indicator that they have already innovated intercultural prac1ces in extracurricular 

acBviBes or in regular classes (sorted from higher to lower correlaBon coefficient, with a 

value of correlaBon coefficient r between .25 and .35, with significance level p < .001): 

‒ CreaBng an intercultural environment in a school enables the school to improve 

its educaBonal outcomes; 

‒ Belief that students would prefer to go to an ethnically "mixed" school; 

‒ Since the school has taken part in Nansen's intercultural educaBon trainings, the 

acBviBes of the program have influenced the advancement of the intercultural 

environment in the school; 

‒ Since the school has taken part in Nansen's intercultural educaBon trainings, 

children from different ethnic, linguisBc and religious communiBes enjoy equal 

opportuniBes for quality educaBon; 
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‒ CooperaBon between teachers from different ethnic, linguisBc or religious 

communiBes in ethnically mixed schools has enhanced since the school has taken 

part in Nansen's intercultural educaBon training; 

‒ My school offers opportuniBes for advancement of the intercultural 

environment; 

‒ Joint school acBviBes greatly improve the intercultural relaBons between 

students. 

Below are given the views of teachers with the highest correlaBon with the 

indicator that they are prepared for innova1ve prac1ces in extracurricular acBviBes or in 

regular classes – for development of the intercultural competence of children: 

‒ Joint school acBviBes greatly improve the intercultural relaBons between 

students; 

‒ CreaBng an intercultural environment in a school enables the school to improve 

its educaBonal outcomes; 

‒ Since the school has taken part in Nansen's intercultural educaBon trainings, the 

acBviBes of the program have influenced some changes in the intercultural 

school environment; 

‒ Intercultural educaBon in all its essence is possible to be implemented and 

revived in our country; 

‒ Since the school has taken part in Nansen's intercultural educaBon trainings, 

children from different ethnic, linguisBc and religious communiBes enjoy equal 

opportuniBes for quality educaBon; 

‒ Belief that students would prefer to go to an ethnically "mixed" school; 

‒ Belief that the trainings for NMIE contributed to the development of intercultural 

competence of students (extremely high correlaBon coefficient of about .50 for 

all indicators, with a significance level of .001). 
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These findings allow us to gain insight into which a?tudes are the strongest 

predictors of teachers' readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces in their work. If we 

know that a?tudes can strongly moBvate an acBon, these findings indicate which 

a?tudes of teachers have to be considered with parBcular a^enBon. The findings can be 

used as a basis for future acBvity towards developing and strengthening certain 

a?tudes, or prevenBng the development of certain prejudices as undesirable a?tudes. 

Encouraging fact is that the age and the length of service of teachers are not 

related to any of the indicators in their readiness to innovate intercultural pracBces. 

These findings can be interpreted in such a way that the readiness to create and 

introduce innovaBve pracBces in intercultural educaBon is more condiBoned by the 

trainings, and not by teachers’ age or length of service. This emphasizes the importance 

of intercultural educaBon training even more. 

In an open-ended quesBon, teachers were asked to provide answers to what 

they considered as necessary for successful implementaBon of the intercultural 

educaBon and improvement of their readiness to iniBate and implement innovaBve 

pracBces for intercultural educaBon. The majority of teachers point to the need for 

conBnuous and quality trainings for intercultural educaBon, as a mean to deepen the 

knowledge about other cultures, especially the cultures in their immediate surrounding, 

followed by the organized and structured interacBon, endurance in the implementaBon 

of those programs, and opportuniBes for their long-lasBng pracBcing. For intercultural 

educaBon programs to be successful, it is essenBal that teachers truly embrace and 

believe in intercultural values. Many respondents find the moBvaBon of the teachers as 

crucial, which is closely related to the development of a?tudes towards the 

interculturalism. Some teachers believe that the unity and support by the teammates in 

coordinaBon with the school management are prerequisites for iniBaBng innovaBve 

pracBces for intercultural educaBon. The main obstacles to the development of 

intercultural educaBon in our country are found in the division of students (and the 

teaching process) along ethnic lines in different shi\s and faciliBes, ethnic stereotypes 

and prejudices among teachers and parents – which are transferred to students, low 

moBvaBon for intercultural educaBon among some teachers and only the declaraBve 
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acceptance of the interculturalism, without its actual implementaBon. Insufficient 

conBnuous educaBon and training of teachers for intercultural educaBon is pointed out 

as an obstacle as well, and the lack of educaBon of students and teachers about other 

cultures. It should be noted that the obstacle is also found in percepBons of some 

teachers that teaching students about the intercultural educaBon is useless if their 

parents do not follow along – which indicates that some teachers do not quite 

understand their role in the educaBon of children. Among the most important barriers 

to the development of intercultural educaBon is the fact that it is not cross-curricular 

incorporated in regular classes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The research results give grounds to conclude that teachers generally share quite 

affirmaBve and posiBve a?tudes and percepBons of the intercultural educaBon in RNM 

and believe that it should be part of regular classes. The results show that the trainings 

for NMIE generally have a posiBve effect on the advancement of the intercultural 

environment and intercultural educaBon in the schools that implement the program. 

Namely, teachers who took part in the trainings for NMIE have a significantly more 

affirmaBve a?tude to all indicators than those without training. 

More specifically, it can be concluded that teachers give moderately high scores 

when asked about the effects of the trainings on the advancement of the intercultural 

environment in the school, with slightly lower scores regarding the effects on the 

development of the intercultural competence of students. It is evident that teachers’ 

evaluaBons of the effects of trainings on their own competencies are higher than the 

evaluaBons of the effects on the development of intercultural competence of students. 

This can be interpreted in a way that teachers probably need support in developing a 

teaching approach based on learning outcomes, where the teacher will develop skills to 

shi\ the focus to the learning process that is taking place in student's mind, instead of 

being predominantly focused on teaching. 
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The next important conclusion is that teachers create and introduce innovaBve 

intercultural pracBces less o\en than expected, with large differences in favour of 

teachers with advanced levels of training. Teachers give somewhat high scores when 

asked to evaluate the role of the trainings for NMIE in their preparaBon for innovaBng 

and implemenBng intercultural educaBonal pracBces in extracurricular acBviBes and 

regular classes, although being more restrained in relaBon to regular classes. To some 

extent, this situaBon derives from the limitaBons of the common pracBce to implement 

the program through extracurricular acBviBes. 

This relaBve restraint in teachers' scores may be a sign of self-criBcism and 

awareness that the innovaBve pracBces require specific knowledge, skills and a?tudes 

(competencies), which can be interpreted as an expression of their need for support in 

that process. That support can be gained through trainings, but also from colleagues 

through joint work and mutual counselling. The collegial support allows teachers to get 

feedback from relevant source – such as their colleagues working in a similar context. 

The research results show significant differences in favour of class teachers 

compared to subject teachers in terms of certain indicators. Of course, the 

characterisBcs of class and subject teaching are different, but these differences must not 

be used as an argument for lower expectaBons regarding the quality of intercultural 

educaBon in subject teaching, just because the fact that subject teachers work with 

larger number of classes and students at the same Bme. Intercultural values are 

universal and they can be manifested in any context, regardless of the characterisBcs of 

teaching. 

In open-ended answers, teachers most o\en require and recommend conBnuous 

and frequent intercultural educaBon trainings. This view is in discrepancy with the view 

that seems to be widespread among the teachers – that they are overburdened with 

various trainings. The answer to this discrepancy lies in part in the effects of the NMIE 

trainings on teachers; in part because the majority of respondents in this study are 

teachers who are probably more enthusiasBc about their conBnuing development; and 

in part because of the low awareness of those teachers who do not value enough the 

development of their competencies and show resistance to trainings for conBnuous 
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development. It can be assumed that thorough and conBnuous training for intercultural 

educaBon will improve the awareness and competencies of teachers, which will make 

them feel be^er prepared to innovate intercultural pracBces in their teaching pracBce. 

The research results provide grounds to conclude that teachers believe that well-

designed and structured acBviBes that enable construcBve interacBon between students 

and teachers can lead to quality intercultural educaBon, as a prerequisite for a cohesive 

and inclusive society. 

In the next secBon, in favour of clearer illustraBon of the research findings, we 

provide descripBon of the typical teacher profiles with different levels of training for 

NMIE. They summarize the a?tudes of teachers regarding all indicators, which will make 

it easier to see the importance of acBviBes that encourage the interculturalism – 

including trainings for intercultural educaBon. 

Typical teacher profiles – by the level of training for NMIE 

Profile of a teacher with advanced level of training for NMIE 

A typical teacher with advanced level of NDC’s training for NMIE has a posiBve 

percepBon and affirmaBve a?tude towards the intercultural educaBon. They believe 

that joint school acBviBes greatly improve the intercultural relaBons between students, 

that creaBng an intercultural environment in a school enables the school to improve its 

educaBonal outcomes, and disagree that it is be^er for students from different ethnic or 

religious communiBes to a^end different school shi\s or learn in separate faciliBes. They 

largely believe that intercultural educaBon acBviBes should be included in regular 

classes. They believe that their schools have prosperous opportuniBes to develop an 

intercultural environment and that teachers are willing to take part in that process. 

They believe that the trainings for NMIE have a significant impact on the 

advancement of the intercultural environment and the iconography in the school, as 

well as on the development of the intercultural competence of students. Furthermore, 
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they believe that the trainings for NMIE provide children from different ethnic or 

religious communiBes with more equal opportuniBes for quality educaBon, and find 

significant improvements in the cooperaBon between teachers with different ethnic or 

religious backgrounds. They create and introduce innovaBve pracBces for intercultural 

educaBon several Bmes a year and feel prepared to innovate pracBces in both 

extracurricular and curricular acBviBes that will develop the intercultural competence of 

students. 

Profile of a teacher with basic level of training for NMIE 

A typical teacher with basic level of training for NMIE has a moderately posiBve 

percepBon and affirmaBve a?tude towards the intercultural educaBon. They believe 

that joint school acBviBes enhance the intercultural relaBons between students to some 

extent and that creaBng an intercultural environment in a school somewhat enables the 

school to improve its educaBonal outcomes. They believe that their schools have some 

potenBals to develop an intercultural environment. 

They share somewhat posiBve a?tude regarding whether the trainings for NMIE 

have an impact on the advancement of the intercultural environment and the 

iconography in the school. Although sharing a mostly affirmaBve a?tude, they show a 

certain amount of restraint regarding whether the trainings for NMIE contribute to the 

development of intercultural competence of students. Although they believe that the 

cooperaBon between teachers of different ethnic or religious origins has enhanced, they 

sBll share the view that trainings for NMIE contribute children of different ethnic or 

religious origins to have more equal opportuniBes for quality educaBon only to some 

extent. They rarely create and introduce innovaBve pracBces for intercultural educaBon 

during the school year and feel somewhat prepared to innovate pracBces in they work 

that will develop the intercultural competence of students. 

Profile of a teacher without any training for NMIE 
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A typical teacher without any training for NMIE, although working together and 

communicaBng daily with teachers who have a^ended such trainings, has a hesitant 

a?tude towards the intercultural educaBon. This is reflected in the only parBally 

posiBve percepBon regarding the quesBons whether the joint school acBviBes improve 

the intercultural relaBons between students in the school, and whether the creaBon of 

an intercultural environment in a school allows the school to improve its educaBonal 

outcomes. They believe that their schools have only limited opportuniBes to develop the 

intercultural environment. They are not sure whether it is be^er to incorporate the 

acBviBes for intercultural educaBon in regular classes or keep them only as part of 

extracurricular acBviBes. 

Teachers without any training for NMIE are more reserved when asked whether 

the trainings for NMIE have an impact on the advancement of the intercultural 

environment and the development of students' intercultural competences. This is 

followed by a more reserved a?tude towards the quesBon whether the trainings for 

NMIE contribute to the children of different ethnic or religious backgrounds to enjoy 

more equal opportuniBes for quality educaBon. They evaluate the cooperaBon between 

teachers from different ethnic or religious backgrounds as moderate, although it is 

unclear whether this is due to the NDC program. Given that they did not a^end trainings 

for NMIE, it is expected that they innovate and implement intercultural educaBonal 

pracBces only spontaneously and rarely. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The research results provide a starBng point for several recommendaBons in 

favour of improving the teachers’ competencies for implementaBon of the intercultural 

educaBon, which would significantly contribute the development of intercultural and 

cohesive society. 

Wide range of trainings for intercultural educa1on 

Given that some teachers in the country are highly aware of the need for 

conBnuing training, while others feel overburdened with trainings, we recommend 
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implementaBon of acBviBes that will raise awareness among teachers in RNM of the 

importance of intercultural educaBon. Above all, this is necessary for teachers with low 

awareness of the importance of conBnuing professional development, as well as low 

awareness of the fact that the intercultural competencies are an important part of the 

general teacher competencies that they must possess in order to work as educaBonal 

staff, especially in a mulBcultural society such as Macedonian. 

Intensified focus on subject teaching 

 StarBng from the findings about some indicators where subject teachers are less 

prepared for intercultural educaBon than the class teachers, we recommend an 

intensified focus on intercultural acBviBes aimed at and adapted to the characterisBcs of 

subject teaching for both teachers and students. Usually, subject teachers have less 

opportunity to get insights into the moral development and behaviour of students. As 

the nature of their work includes frequent and constant change of classes, they tend to 

be less sensiBve to the relevant behavioural signs of students.  This tendency can lead to 

less engagement in the upbringing work with students and to less iniBaBve for 

conBnuing training for development of their own teaching competencies. This 

percepBon is even more true for the intercultural educaBon in high schools. Hence, it is 

necessary to prevent the development of a?tudes towards the intercultural educaBon 

as an acBvity that is more relevant to lower grade students. 

  Intensified focus on regular classes with a cross-curricular approach 

Having in mind that the teachers show a certain restraint regarding the 

implementaBon of intercultural acBviBes in regular classes, we recommend devising an 

approach that, a\er certain adaptaBons, will offer enhanced support in this segment. 

This situaBon partly derives from the nature of the school subjects themselves, as well 

as the common pracBce to implement the program mainly through extracurricular 

acBviBes. Adapted to the specifics of regular classes for different subjects, a cross-

curricular approach can be devised for the development of intercultural values within 

the regular classes, which is in line with the recommendaBons of the EU Council for the 

development of key competencies. This approach recommends that all teachers pracBce 
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intercultural values and incorporate them constantly through the so-called hidden 

curriculum throughout the regular educaBonal process. 

Teaching based on learning outcomes 

Given that teachers’ evaluaBons of the effects of trainings on students’ 

competencies are lower than the evaluaBons of the effects on the development of their 

own intercultural competences, we recommend measures to support teachers in 

developing competencies for teaching intercultural values based on learning outcomes. 

This kind of approach places the focus of educaBon on the student, because the most 

important thing is the learning process that is taking place in the mind of a child. 

Collegial support 

In order for teachers with different levels of training for NMIE to get valuable 

feedback on how they pracBce the intercultural educaBon, we recommend an extended 

model of collegial support and cooperaBon. This approach provides more experienced 

teachers in the implementaBon of NMIE (who are members of tandems) to give support 

to teachers who are not part of tandems and who have completed only a basic level of 

training – in advancing the intercultural educaBon through tandem implementaBon of 

acBviBes. Thus, new temporary tandems can be formed, composed of one more 

experienced and one less experienced teacher for the implementaBon of NMIE. This 

would create condiBons for faster and wider disseminaBon of the philosophy and the 

values of NMIE. 

 Con1nuous evalua1on 

In order to promote the intercultural educaBon, we recommend conBnuous 

evaluaBon of indicators of the intercultural environment in schools and effects of the 

intercultural educaBon programs. We recommend students and parents to take part in 

the evaluaBon process, as well as teachers from schools which do not implement the 

intercultural educaBon programs.
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